Bowdin Defeats Varsity Eleven

Bowdin took the varsity eleven into camp with a score of 7 to 0 in a hard fought, evenly balanced contest at Memorial Field, Oct. 8 at 4.20 P. M., Alpha Gamma Theta Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi beat Delta Pi Epsilon.

"Celebrate as Usual.

The Interfraternity basketball tournament will be held here Tuesday that John Fleming, '29, who had been chosen President of the Senior Class, succeeded Robert Brown who was elected President of the Junior Class.

Harry O. Page Made President of Class

Harry O. Page of Southport, has elected President of the Senior Class of the University. Harry O. Page will take the position at the first meeting in "22 last Wednesday night. Page was President of the University of New Hampshire, the last President, was member of the Senior Class.

Gymnastics

The men's varsity team, led by William N. Hine, scored a win.

The women's varsity team, led by Anne Thrall, won against New Hampshire, at the World Gymnastics Conference. The team was composed of the best of the Lima College of Ohio.

Margaret M. Hine was selected President for the women. She is a member of the Phi Mu sorority.

The women's varsity team, led by William N. Hine, scored a win.

The men's varsity team, led by William N. Hine, scored a win.

The women's varsity team, led by William N. Hine, scored a win.

Work Begins on 1928 Year Book

If you are thinking about starting a new project or initiative, it's important to have a clear understanding of your goals and the resources required to achieve them. In the case of a yearbook, this might involve planning the layout, assigning responsibilities to different team members, and coordinating the contributions from various departments. The key is to have a well-defined vision and to communicate it effectively to all stakeholders involved.

Golden Prize is Won by University

The Golden Prize is awarded to the University of New Hampshire in recognition of its excellent academic performance. This prestigious award is given to institutions that demonstrate excellence in teaching, research, and service.

The Gamin Holds the Weight

The Gamin, the oldest and most prestigious student newspaper at the University, published an article that highlights the University's achievements. The article emphasizes the importance of maintaining a strong tradition of excellence in all areas of university life.

The University of New Hampshire is committed to excellence in all aspects of its mission, including teaching, research, and service. The Golden Prize is a symbol of this dedication to excellence.

The Interfraternity basketball tournament will be held here Tuesday that John Fleming, '29, who had been chosen President of the Senior Class, succeeded Robert Brown who was elected President of the Junior Class.

Harry O. Page Made President of Class

Harry O. Page of Southport, has elected President of the Senior Class of the University. Harry O. Page will take the position at the first meeting in "22 last Wednesday night. Page was President of the University of New Hampshire, the last President, was member of the Senior Class.

Gymnastics

The men's varsity team, led by William N. Hine, scored a win.

The women's varsity team, led by William N. Hine, scored a win.

The men's varsity team, led by William N. Hine, scored a win.

Work Begins on 1928 Year Book

If you are thinking about starting a new project or initiative, it's important to have a clear understanding of your goals and the resources required to achieve them. In the case of a yearbook, this might involve planning the layout, assigning responsibilities to different team members, and coordinating the contributions from various departments. The key is to have a well-defined vision and to communicate it effectively to all stakeholders involved.

Golden Prize is Won by University

The Golden Prize is awarded to the University of New Hampshire in recognition of its excellent academic performance. This prestigious award is given to institutions that demonstrate excellence in teaching, research, and service.

The Gamin Holds the Weight

The Gamin, the oldest and most prestigious student newspaper at the University, published an article that highlights the University's achievements. The article emphasizes the importance of maintaining a strong tradition of excellence in all areas of university life.

The University of New Hampshire is committed to excellence in all aspects of its mission, including teaching, research, and service. The Golden Prize is a symbol of this dedication to excellence.

More than fifteen hundred parents have attended the University of New Hampshire on Saturday, November 21st, in response to an invitation sent to all the fathers and mothers of the university. The purpose of the event was to give opportunities to the families of the university to see campus life and to be able to bring their children with them. The event was held before a board of judges between 2:00 and 2:30, and a voting campaign will be held on the premises on November 10th, 1926. The first best spots are chosen at the preliminaries will be the candidates at the University, where a different board of judges will choose the winners.

The program is as follows:

8:00-8:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 3:15-3:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 3:30-3:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 3:45-4:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 4:00-4:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 4:15-4:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 4:30-4:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 4:45-5:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 5:00-5:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 5:15-5:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 5:30-5:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 5:45-6:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 6:00-6:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 6:15-6:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 6:30-6:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 6:45-7:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 7:00-7:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 7:15-7:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 7:30-7:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 7:45-8:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 8:00-8:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 8:15-8:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 8:30-8:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 8:45-9:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 9:00-9:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 9:15-9:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 9:30-9:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 9:45-10:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 10:00-10:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 10:15-10:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 10:30-10:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 10:45-11:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 11:00-11:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 11:15-11:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 11:30-11:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 11:45-12:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 12:00-12:15创投 on the m. C. A. M.

The program is as follows:

8:00-8:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 3:15-3:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 3:30-3:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 3:45-4:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 4:00-4:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 4:15-4:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 4:30-4:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 4:45-5:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 5:00-5:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 5:15-5:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 5:30-5:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 5:45-6:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 6:00-6:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 6:15-6:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 6:30-6:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 6:45-7:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 7:00-7:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 7:15-7:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 7:30-7:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 7:45-8:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 8:00-8:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 8:15-8:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 8:30-8:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 8:45-9:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 9:00-9:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 9:15-9:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 9:30-9:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 9:45-10:00创投 on the m. C. A. M. 10:00-10:15创投 on the m. C. A. M. 10:15-10:30创投 on the m. C. A. M. 10:30-10:45创投 on the m. C. A. M. 10:45-11:00创投 on the m. C. A. M.
**GRANT'S RESTAURANT**

**DINING ROOM FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN**

Good Service — No Waiting — Good Food

**F. F. PAGE**

Wall Paper, Sporting Goods and Paints

503 CENTRAL AVENUE, Telephone 913

**HUDSON AND ESSEX**

NEW AMERICAN GARAGE AND SALES ROOMS

219 CENTRAL AVENUE, DOVER

**MARSHALL HOUSE CAFE**

Good Food & Specialty

Open from 6 A.M. to 8 P.M.

**MEADER'S FLOWER SHOP**

Flowers of All Kinds

6 Third Street, Dover, New Hampshire

**LOTHROPS - FARNHAM CO., INC.**


Cleaning - Pressing - Repairing

Good Service — No Waiting — Good Food

CAPITAL, $100,000 SURPLUS, $300,000

MARSHALL HOUSE CAFE

479 CENTRAL AVENUE, DOVER

510

**NEW RESTAURANT OPENED**

BY HAROLD LEAVITT, '21

Leavitt's Cafe, the new restaurant in Durham, located on the ground floor of the new apartment house opposite the Franklin Theatre, was officially opened Tuesday noon. Harold T. Leavitt, the proprietor of the café, is an alumnus of the class of 1921. During his four years as an undergraduate he improvised himself on the grilliron, playing end for four years. He was captain of the 1920 football team which was the New Hampshire team that year. The team was defeated by the Harvard eleven on November 14, 1920, at Boston. Leavitt's was added to the rivalry on the campus.

**TOP COAT SALE**

All $35.00 Top Coats ................................................$29.75

Mr. Perkins is teaching classes in Speech and Debate.

Mr. Perkins taught languages at Lehigh University for three years and during that time did some advanced study toward his M. A. degree. Mr. Perkins is especially interested in the debate problem. He is in the judgment of the students taking the courses offered at New Hampshire. Mr. Perkins was an assistant at Lehigh and when he was at Lehigh he was organist in one of the churches there.

**BIRTHDAY PARTY GIVEN FOR DEAN E. DEMERRITT**

A birthday party in honor of Dean Elmer Demerritt was given at the University Hotel on Father's Day evening by the girls living in the community. The girls will serve breakfast to their dads who are expected to arrive for the Dad's Day program.

**THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE**

Perhaps he would like a bar of candy, or some of the University views in postcard, correspondence card, or booklet form.

The new line of novelty correspondence cards is very attractive.

We shall welcome your Dad to the campus, and hope that he enjoys fully his visit.

**GRAYWOOD BEAUTY PARLOR**

Over Postoffice

DURHAM

**OLD GOLD Cigarette**

It's the smoothest cigarette

"That's why you can smoke them all the way around the clock"

A coarse cigarette is like the town bully. It tries to appear strong, but it's merely bad-mannered. Real champions deliver the goods in a gentlemanly way... That's OLD GOLD—the new miracle blend in cigarettes... Every draw packs a might of satisfacation—delivered with kid gloves. That's why you can smoke OLD GOLD from sunup to sundown—without penalty to tongue or taste.